DEAR MINISTRY LEADER,

WHO?

WHAT?

To help you discover relevant resources for your ministry, would you consider OUR AWESOME GOD? It
explores some of God’s traits such as, Creator, Present, Beautiful and Glorious, Holy, Unchanging, etc. It will help
folks in your ministry re-discover what makes God so awesome—or discover Him for the first time!

•

So WHAT is OUR AWESOME GOD? A Bible study and “hybrid” ministry tool with:
•

Depth — short chapters yet rich in Scripture, 10 weeks, 0-30 minutes of prep

•

Flexibility — for small groups, one-to-one, retreats, etc.

•

Creative Elements—color images, open-ended questions, interesting quotes, etc.

•

Quiet Time Journal or Devotional — space for writing and personal reflection

WHO might really get into this tool?
•

Millennials love the open-ended questions, engaging images, and real-world blogs.

•

Adults appreciate a fresh look at God’s heart and character + thought-provoking quotes.

• Folks who have been disappointed and distant from God (or frankly dislike Him) feel invited to
tell Him so and hear Him out at the same time!
YOU will sense a fresh wind under your wings along your spiritual journey!

WHY?

WHY was this study created?
• First, because so many people don’t know who God really is… more and more people in our
pluralistic culture have a diminished knowledge of God.
• Second, because many of us experience dry and difficult times when we just don’t like God much.
This study invites us to expand our experience with His goodness again… and to discover (or re-discover)
what’s truly to like about our Triune God.

HOW?

OUR AWESOME GOD might look a little different from studies you’re used to. But it’s easy to use and
easy to lead.
• No teacher—trainer—expert required! Just be a brother/sister on the same journey, willing to
learn and set the pace in vulnerability and authenticity. It’s so easy that some groups rotate leadership
week by week.
• Create a conversational atmosphere where it’s okay to discover, doubt, differ, and diverge.
Accept people who are “on the way”—and aren’t we all?!
•

Don’t feel obligated to go in order or cover every chapter. Feel free to skip around.

• Soak your own preparation in prayer so you can simply facilitate and enjoy seeing God reveal
Himself to each of you.
•

For more information, contact dennis.stokes@navigators.org or judygomoll@usfamily.net

• TEASER: If you enjoy OUR AWESOME GOD, you’ll also enjoy OUR GOOD GOD and OUR STRONG
GOD for next time!

Welcome to the adventure ahead!

